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Global Research Fundraising: Stop the Pentagon’s Ides of March

***

It is suspicious that “Islamist terrorists” from Tajikistan would carry out a massacre at the
Crocus City Hall for money rather than commitment to the Islamic State, during the Islamic
holy month of Ramadan against Russia which has shown great sympathy for the civilians of
Gaza.

UK and USA exhortations to Ukraine to hate (see below) and attack Russians, their training
of Ukraine troops for acts of sabotage inside Russia (including the murder of politicians and
journalists)  and the flight (see map) of  the Crocus City terrorists  to Ukraine,  together with
historical exploitation by the West of Islamist extremists in Afghanistan and the presence of
those islamists inside the Ukrainian armed forces all suggest the Crocus City Hall massacre
was connected to Ukraine. 

The West Teaches Hatred and Killing of Russians

US General Milley said not long ago that:

“there should be no Russian that goes to sleep without wondering if they are going to
get their throat slit in the middle of the night” and called on Ukraine to “create a
campaign behind the lines”

Vladimir Buchok, a Ukrainian serviceman of the 24th brigade of the AFU, was mobilised on
his way home from university. He was sent for training in the UK.

“I  was  trained  in  the  UK.  They  taught  us  how  to  use  weapons  and  medicine.
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Psychologists worked on us so that we did not like Russian soldiers and all Russians in
general, so that we killed them and treated them harshly when we captured them”

No wonder the American magazine The Spectator cited a statement from the head of the
Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) Kirill Budanov to Western journalists:

“We killed Russians and will kill them anywhere in the world until the complete victory
of Ukraine. We have gotten to many people, including members of the public and the
media.”

The Head of the Ukrainian Secret service Vasyl Malyuk admitted in a TV interview to high
profile assassinations inside Russia including a Russian military blogger in St Petersburg and
a Ukrainian MP Ilya Kyva.

The former CIA analyst Larry Johnson who was an expert in CIA operations behind enemy
lines said in an interview with Judging Freedom:

“This means that the United States knew that Ukraine was up to something, and had an
idea of what it was going to do. And there is a good chance that Ukraine not only did
this but did it with the help of weapons and support provided by the United States.”

Having created the Ukraine monster we know that the USA has recently been worried about
excessive attacks inside Russia so (while warning Russia of an imminent attack) they were
unable to stop it.

As the Turkish official Omer Celik stated the terrorist attack could not have been carried out
without the support of foreign intelligence.

Terrorists’ Ukraine Escape Route

The Russians now have evidence from the phones and other electronic equipment captured
with the 4 Tajik terrorists that they were in communication with their organiser both before
and after the attack who directed them towards Ukraine and Kiev where they were to pick
up the remainder of their one million Rubles reward. 

The map of south west Russia and the border area with Ukraine shows that the 4 terrorists
were unequivocally headed towards Ukraine. 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/ukraine-war-russia-spy-assassination-b2519543.html
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The map shows the area between the city of Bryansk and the Ukraine border. The main road
from Moscow is the M3 which runs north south meeting the P120 just outside Bryansk where
anyone traveling West to Belarus or east towards the “stans” (Kazakhstan or Tajikistan for
instance) would have turned off.

But the terrorists were caught just outside Navlya some 360 kilometers south of Moscow
and well south of the Bryansk turnoffs. 

So even without any evidence from electronic devices it is clear that the terrorists were
driving towards the Ukraine border, an intense war zone which no one would head towards
without specific instructions and a promise of reward! They would have headed south on the
M3 and turned West towards Kiev on the E391.

The  Russian  Investigative  Committee  analysed  financial  transactions  and  claim  to  have
traced connections to “Ukrainian nationalists”. This could mean nazi extremists like Azov or
simply  the  Ukrainian  State  agencies  engaged in  planning  sabotage  and killings  inside
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Russia.

Apparently  the  terrorists  received  significant  amounts  of  money  and  cryptocurrency  from
Ukraine. (we know that cryptocurrency has been a favoured method of US donations to
Ukraine, not least from the recently convicted FTX fraudster Bankman Fried)

Ukraine Embassy Recruited Tajiks in Tajikistan

Although the notice published has now been removed the Ukrainian Embassy in Tajikistan
was recruiting Tajiks to fight in Ukraine:

The work on recruiting foreign citizens was headed by Ambassador Valery Evdokimov, the
former foreign intel chief under Zelensky.

Natives of Tajikistan regularly become targets for recruitment by Ukrainian intel services:
one of them was caught while photographing objects in a military unit near Moscow and the
presence of ISIS fighters in the Ukraine Armed Forces is no secret. Here the Associated Press
r e p o r t s  I S I S  i n s i g n i a  o n  t h e  u n i f o r m  o f  a  U k r a i n i a n  c o m m a n d e r .
https://thecradle.co/articles-id/1300  

US Denial of Ukrainian Terrorism

The speed of the American denial of any Ukrainian involvement in the attack, compared to
the slow investigation of the Russian government, was suspicious. Simplicius the Thinker
reminds us of American past denials of Ukrainian terrorism which turned out to be true:

BBC News 23/8/22 “Darya Dugina: Moscow murder accusation is fiction says Ukraine”

6/10/2022 New York Times: US Intelligence says Ukrainians behind Darya Dugina killing

https://thecradle.co/articles-id/1300
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The long standing presence of dangerous (often Tajik) Islamic terrorists in Ukraine cannot be
denied and their recruitment for Ukrainian causes is clear: see this and this.

Whether the direct links between Kiev officials or nationalist extremists and the Crocus City
terrorists can be made, time will tell.

But the atmosphere of extreme hatred of all Russians by UK, US and Ukrainian officials and
the admission by Budanov and Malyuk of the targeting of civilians, the long track record of
Ukraine’s political assassinations and the recent indiscriminate shelling of civilians, schools
and residential blocks (NOT collateral damage) in Donetsk and Belgorod have created an
atmosphere within which the Crocus City massacre could logically fit.

*
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